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“Behind Enemy Lines: The New American Poetry and the Cold War Anthology Wars” offers a 
comprehensive account of the cultural context and legacy of Donald Allen's 1960 The New American 
Poetry as “perhaps the single most influential American poetry anthology in history” (Abstract).1 The 
strengths of the dissertation are undeniable: it draws on engaging archival material as well as 
interviews that Delbos himself conducted with several authors who were active at the time of the 
publication of the anthology, and his argument is delivered in a straightforward and lucid manner. In 
four chapters, Allen's anthology is both praised and criticized. It is praised for its openness to new 
forms and attitudes (of which, unfortunately, only Allen's evocation of the “community of love” is 
discussed in considerable detail). It is criticized for perpetuating the dichotomy between “raw” and 
“cooked” verse, its lack of diversity of the poets included, and its nationalism and regionalism—all of 
which are interpreted as symptomatic of the Cold War climate. The final pages argue against using The 
New American Poetry as a model; the conclusion appears to be that poetry anthologies should be 
transnational, that they should feature more women and minorities, and that they should abandon the 
dichotomy between “raw” and “cooked” poetry. 

On the whole, the dissertation is an accomplished work. In my view it overestimates both the agency of 
Allen as an editor and the impact of the anthology, particularly on the present. It is proposed that The 
New American Poetry “codified a racial and gender imbalance that, like other aspects of the anthology, 
persist today” (31) and “[h]ad he [Allen] been more radically inclusive in his choices, the current 
picture of avant-garde anglophone poetry would look very different” (124), but one anthology seems 
hard to blame for the absence of women and minorities from the poetic canon, i.e. isn't the continual 
presence of racism and sexism in the real world crucial here? In addition, further attention could have 
been paid to Allen's own revisiting The New American Poetry in 1982 as the revised edition features 
more women poets, including the initially rejected Joanne Kyger (who is cited in the dissertation as 
being critical of Allen's “following the status quo when including few women and minorities” [29]). 
Finally, several works are listed as illustrative of anthologies published in the past sixty years, with “the 
purpose […] to sketch the dominant trends of anglophone poetry anthologies since Allen's through 
several examples” (14). All the chosen anthologies nevertheless extend the formal dichotomy embraced 
by Allen, from The New Poetry (ed. Alvarez) and A Controversy of Poets (ed. Leary and Kelly) to 
Rebel Angels: 25 Poets of the New Formalism (ed. Steele), Missing Measures: Modern Poetry and the 
Revolt Against Meter (Steele), In the American Tree (ed. Silliman), From the Other Side of the Century 
(ed. Messerli), American Poetry Since 1950 (ed. Weinberger) and Postmodern American Poetry (ed. 
Hoover). One anthology, American Hybrid (ed. Swensen), supposedly “purports to show that American 
poetry is surmounting the division between cooked and raw, [but] it also helps strengthen the 
assumption of such a split” (20). Are there really no anthologies of American poetry that do not build 
on Allen's categorization? And is this dichotomy apparent in the many thematic and genre anthologies 
as well, e.g. the feminist classic No More Masks! (ed. Howe)?

My second set of questions concerns the dichotomy between “raw” and “cooked” verse. I understand 
why it became intensified during the Cold War and that there was specific albeit oftentimes invisible 
politics attached to these forms but did the dichotomy originate in the Cold War climate? Second, if 
“hybrid forms” seem more appropriate for describing contemporary poetry (as the candidate's 
deconstruction of the dichotomy “raw” and “cooked” implies), what unacknowledged politics is there 

1 The printed version of the dissertation includes both the English and Czech abstracts. Page numbers in the printed text 
differ from the electronic version—all references in this report are to the printed text.  



in the rhetoric of the hybrid (as for example Sarah Ehlers asked in response to the aforementioned 
anthology American Hybrid, in her review of Alan Filreis's The Conservative Attack on Modern 
Poetry, 1945-1960)? Or, if forms cannot be aligned with any stable politics, which is what critics such 
as Mutlu Konuk Blasing suggested, can the dichotomy traditional vs. innovative still be effectively 
utilized to describe changes in the history of poetic forms or would the candidate consider it virtually 
synonymous with “cooked” and “raw,” “close” and “open,” “formalist” and “experimental”?

As stated already, the text is well-researched, eloquent and engaging. There are only minor errors and 
typos that I have noticed, e.g. “Clifford James” (both in the English and the Czech abstracts); “zařazení 
pouze několika žen a = do antologie,” “Alleninu antologii” a “rozhovory […] pomohli” in the Czech 
abstract; “Diane Wakowski” (17); missing references to the curatorial text cited on page 21 and to 
Hall's quote on page 79; “brushed shoulders with to a more conservative national outlook” (41); 
“Saunders, Stonor Francis” (130). 

To conclude, in my opinion “Behind Enemy Lines: The New American Poetry and the Cold War 
Anthology Wars” may be recommended for defense and awarded a passing grade (“prospěl”).  
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